
Room 214/Conference Overflow Room 222 Finance Office

1 Throw away all condiments Clean up A/V cords and cables in big 
black box.  Organize equipment as 
much as possible.

Repair back wall shelves TRASH: 6 red office chairs, Vizio TV 
box

2 Separate and organize all eating 
utensils, plates, bowls, etc.  Place 
sufficient amount in zip-lock bags.  
Place zip-lock bags in fabric cube.  
Take remainder to Kitchen to be 
organized.

Take broken chairs to 
Gym/Fellowship Hall.

Clean up cords/cables ORGANIZE: L-shaped desk - top right 
drawer.  Please organize all the 
writing utensils (take back to Office 
220 as needed), battiers, etc.

3 Pack up books to be donated.  Remove 2 hooks on wall that are in 
Nursing Area (same wall as the 
windows that overlook Sanctuary)

Throw away all garbage on benches, 
inside benches

Banners: Open up every banner.  
Please make note of what each 
banner says and what's printed on it.  
If the banner says "gospel" on it, or 
"Encounter", "Exchange" or "Extend" 
please take note of it and bring to 
gym to prepare to trash.  Organize all 
the remaining banners: 1) label each 
one, 2) pair them up.

4 PAINT! Remove fishing line from vent near 
parking lot windows

DONATE: Go to L-shaped desk by 
windows.  Box that contains a variety 
of things, included calculator.  Donate 
this calculator!

5  Move small keyboard to Praise Team 
Closet

6

7



Office 220 Part-Time Office Narthex Sanctuary Right Storage Closet

DONATE: 2 boxes of resume paper in 
bookcase by copier.  Old bulletin 
paper found under the mailboxes.  
Pink laptop bag in right cabinet, 
middle shelf, right side.

Move Puppet "theatre" to KC Find new home for "Caring" sign Throw Away: Lab Gruppen Amp Box, 
Pulpit Stand, Blade to A/C, Rug, 
Compassion Wall

Consolidate First Aid items in Office 
with Kitchen First Aid items.

Move bookcase by Teri's desk to 
Room 214

KIOSK -- Sara Chae DONATE: All old Christmas Décor

TRASH: 2 poles between bookcase 
and mailboxes.  Printer on top of 
filing cabinet in corner of office near 
window.  Ministry fair tri-folds on top 
of printer.  Boxes of directories in left 
cabinet, bottom shelf.

Donate wooden coffee table by door Remove hook in front of Kiosk TBD: Carpet Pieces, Building Supplies

Remove all posters from two walls.  
Remove all tape from posters.  Pile 
up.  Remove all drawings done on 
paper -- throw into trash.

 



Gym/Fellowship Hall Chair/Table 
Closet

Gym/Fellowship Hall Other Closet Kitchen AND Food Room 116

 Jenny Park
Mini Chairs and Adult Chairs --> Move 
to Room 222

Fire Lane Signs --> Yung Kim Take all KC items back to KC: Bowls, 
spoons

Move Kids' table with chairs to 
location TBD

Broken Chairs --> Paul Petersen, 
Daniel Kim, Pastor Daniel

Coca-Cola Bin --> Garbage Tidy up things that have since moved 
around

Design floorplan of where furniture 
should go to post inside door.  Use a 
computer.  Must be neat with 
directions clearly stated.

Put things back where they belong as 
they are brought to the Kitchen from 
other rooms

Move all tables and chairs out.  
Sweep and clean floors.  --> Tom Ro

Campus Ops will: fix the ice maker, 
caulk the kitchen counter

Beverages: Coffee, Water, Juices

Foods: Croissants, Bagels, Cream 
Cheese, Fruit, Yogurt, Bars, etc.
Consolidate First Aid items with First 
Aid items in Office 220



Campus Ops Work Day UNIQUE Donation Drop-Off Landfill Drop-Off
Children's Classrooms (10 

Classrooms)
Phil Chung

Change filters on Rooftop for all 
units.  Rinse washable filters for three 
above-ceiling units.

Wipe down and clean out cabinets.  
Check contents of cabinet to include 
particular list of items (to be handed 
out on clean out day).

Kitchen: Re-caulk counter, fix ice 
maker

Sort through DVDs and CDs.

Gym: Re-attach cage Sort through toys and remove toys 
with broken or missing pieces and 
place in box on counter.  Wipe down 
remaining toys and toy structures.

Wash out black tilt-bin in Kitchen. Sort books on bookshelf.  All books 
with torn pages or missing pages can 
be put aside.

Wipe down all chairs and tables with 
Clorox wipes


